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Responsibilities of Hosting Club 

 

1. Provide an organizer contact email to the SFA.   

2. Arrange a venue as soon as the date is determined. 

3. Try to get tournament sponsors using the attached letter adapted to your club- tournament 

costs to the SFA are between $2800.00 and $4500.00.  

4. Tournament organizer may expect a call from tournament coaches, Director and armorer 

to discuss billet options.  

5. Arrange local volunteers to do set up on the Friday night and take down Sunday 

afternoon. 

6. Have a canteen available at the venue.   

7. Lunches/snacks for referees and tournament staff will be supplied by the local club either 

through the canteen or by bringing food and snacks to the venue for them. The cost will 

be reimbursed to the club by the SFA to a total cost of $150.00.   

8. Sell 50-50 tickets throughout tournament.  Host club will get 25% of the profit. The SFA 

Office Manager will arrange the licensing.  Host club to ensure all the tickets are counted, 

prize given out, picture of the winner submitted to SFA and tickets and money are sent 

into the SFA.  Do not throw any of the sold tickets away.  The tickets will be brought to 

the tournaments by the Director.  

9. If an alternate fundraising activity is undertaken during your tournament, the SFA will 

get 25% of the profit.   

10. Arrange signage to direct fencers/public to the tournament location in the venue.  

11. Along with the Athlete rep, arrange a space and time during the tournament for a parent 

presentation about fencing.  

12. If a team supper is going to be arranged for the Saturday night (optional), information 

about the supper and RSVP dates should be made available at the same time that the 

tournament is opened for registration.   

13. Arrange a pit crew of 2 to 4 volunteers for wheelchair events. There should be two people 

for each wheelchair piste.   
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Responsibilities of the SFA 

 

1. Set tournament dates after consulting with the clubs 

2. Set the schedule for the events at the tournament 

3. Take registrations for the tournaments 

4. Pay expenses for the tournaments 

5. Arrange shipping of supplies 

6. Arrange all tournament officials (Director, armorer and referees) 

7. Advertise the tournament to local media one month before the tournament.  

 


